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ABSTRACT 

Simulation-based optimisation often considers computationally expensive problems. Successfully optimising 
such large scale and complex problems within a practical timeframe is a challenging task. Optimisation 
techniques to fulfil this need to be developed. A technique to address this involves decomposing the 

considered problem into smaller subproblems. These subproblems are then optimised separately. In this 
paper, an efficient algorithm for simulation-based optimisation is proposed. The proposed algorithm extends 
the cooperative coevolutionary algorithm, which optimises subproblems separately. To optimise the 

subproblems, the proposed algorithm enables using a deterministic algorithm, next to stochastic genetic 

algorithms, getting the flexibility of using either type. It also includes a constructive heuristic that creates 
good initial feasible solutions to reduce the number of fitness calculations. The extension enables solving 

complex, computationally expensive problems efficiently. The proposed algorithm has been applied on 
automated sheet metal press lines from the automotive industry. This is a highly complex optimisation 
problem due to its non-linearity and high dimensionality. The optimisation problem is to find control 

parameters that maximises the line’s production rate. These control parameters determine velocities, time 
constants, and cam values for critical interactions between components. A simulation model is used for the 

fitness calculation during the optimisation. The results show that the proposed algorithm manages to solve 

the press line optimisation problem efficiently. This is a step forward in press line optimisation since this is 
to the authors’ knowledge the first time a press line has been optimised efficiently in this way.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Practical optimisation problems often have high dimensionality and the fitness calculations are 
computationally expensive [1], e.g. in the case of simulation-based optimisation. The “curse-of-dimensionality” 
for optimisation problems states that high dimensionality results in an exponential difficulty [2]. An increase in 
difficulty is even more pronounced if there are nonlinear parameter interactions and a multimodal search space 
[3]. All this makes it very hard to find optimal solutions efficiently, within a practical timeframe. In engineering 
optimisation applications, the critical limitation for applying optimisation techniques on problems that are 
represented by computer simulation models, is the computational expense of the fitness calculations [4].  

In this work, the considered engineering optimisation application is a sheet metal tandem press line. The 
optimisation problem is to find optimal values for the control system parameters [5]. The control system 
manages, among other things, the speed, the robot paths and the start/stop signals of the motions of the material 
handling robots and the presses in the press line. Nowadays, these process control parameters are determined 
online, manually, by trial and error. This approach is time consuming, not without risk of damaging the robot 
grippers or/and the press dies, and relatively unreliable since it is highly dependent on the experience of the 
operator. By using simulation-based optimisation techniques, optimal process control parameters can be 
determined more efficiently and reliably, and nearly without risks of damaging the equipment.   

The press line problem is subject to the curse-of-dimensionality. Due to its complexity, multimodality and 
non-linearity, finding a near optimal solution might exceed the human’s cognitive capabilities. There are over a 
hundred different parameters in the control system of an automated sheet metal press line. It is not practical to 
model it into a set of mathematical expressions. Instead, it was represented by a computer simulation model. 
The optimisation software works in concert with the simulation model to perform the fitness calculations. The 
simulation model provides the robots and presses motion profiles to calculate the fitness value for the trial 
solutions generated by the optimiser. Because of the high dimensionality and the computationally expensive 
fitness calculations, selecting a suitable optimisation algorithm or search procedure is challenging. It must be 
able to handle the high number of dimensions, while keeping the number of fitness calculations limited to solve 
it within the practical timeframe.  
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A sheet metal tandem press line includes a number of press stations. The search procedure, developed in this 
work, utilises the intrinsic subproblems of the press line. These subproblems are the press stations in the line. As 
illustrated in Figure 1, there are two separate phases in the procedure, which is adopted from the existing 
Continuous Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (CGRASP) [6]. During the first phase, a 
constructive heuristic builds up a feasible solution in a stepwise fashion. Starting in the first step with a single 
subproblem and adding a next subproblem in each step. This feasible solution is then used as an initial solution 
for the next phase. The second phase is the local improvement phase, during which the cooperative 
coevolutionary method is used to further improve the initial solution. This method optimises the subproblems 
separately whilst transferring information between the optimisations to allow collaboration [7]. This second 
phase is terminated when the search stagnates. Then, the search procedure returns to the first phase to produce a 
different feasible solution with the constructive heuristic. With this new feasible solution the second phase can 
be restarted. This is repeated until one of the predefined termination criteria is met, for example the maximum 
number of fitness calculations.  

The main contribution of this paper is the proposed search procedure that integrates an extended version of 
the cooperative coevolutionary algorithm in the architecture of CGRASP. This proposed search procedure is 
able to solve the press line problem within a practical time frame. A new novel constructive heuristic for the 
CGRASP is proposed. Further, a new type of local improvement algorithm, the cooperative coevolutionary 
algorithm, is also proposed. A key feature is that this makes it possible to use a deterministic algorithm for the 
optimisation of the subproblems.  

 

Figure 1. Illustration of the different phases of the proposed search procedure. 

This paper includes an overview of relevant background information in Section 2. Also in Section 2, the 
press line problem is presented and the optimisation problem for the control parameters is described in detail. In 
Section 3, the proposed search procedure is presented and its different phases are described. Section 4 & 5 
describe the implementation of the proposed search procedure and the results of the tests performed in this 
work.   

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. SIMULATION-BASED OPTIMISATION 

Simulation-based Optimisation, or sometimes called Simulation Optimisation, involves using a computer 
simulation to model the optimisation problem in order to calculate the fitness of trial solutions [8]. A strength of 
simulation-based optimisation is that it eliminates the need to model a problem into a set of mathematical 
expressions. Thereby, it introduces the liberty to apply optimisation techniques on whichever problem that can 
be accurately represented by a computer simulation model. The fitness calculations are computationally 
expensive and are thereby the determining factor for the duration of the optimisation.  

Simulation-based optimisation techniques have been proposed to solve different practical optimisation 
problems. Frantzén et al. [9] present an industrial application for scheduling and real-time rescheduling of 
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complex machining lines. In this work, the simulation-based optimisation system is incorporated with a shop 
floor database system. This allows the simulation to use real time data from the factory floor. A discrete event 
simulation model is used to represent the production line in detail. In the presented system, different 
optimisation techniques to solve the scheduling problem were available but limited to discrete optimisation 
problems only. A decision support tool that uses simulation optimisation for assistance during operational and 
strategic decision making is presented by Melouk et al. [10]. This tool has been applied on a specific industrial 
case from the steel manufacturing industry. In this work, an off-the-shelf simulation-based optimisation software 
was used to solve the optimisation problem. No further investigation on different optimisation methods is 
presented in their work. These two examples, taken from the vast number of publications on this topic, 
demonstrate the possibility to use simulation-based optimisation to solve practical optimisation problems using 
real time data. 

Simulation-based optimisation is a valuable technique due to the benefits of the usage of a simulation model 
rather than mathematical expressions. This benefit leads to the challenge to solve more complex optimisation 
problems often with a higher dimensionality. The latter, together with the computationally expensive fitness 
calculations, are among the factors that cause the need for specialised optimisation algorithms [11].  

2.2. THE PRESS LINE PROBLEM 

A sheet metal press line includes a number of press stations in series, typically between four to six stations, 
as displayed in Figure 2. A press station includes a press, and material handling robots for loading/unloading 
sheet metal parts in or out of the press. In a tandem press line, these material handling robots are shared between 
consecutive stations in the line. The robot in one press station is responsible for loading the press of this station, 
but is also responsible for unloading the press of the previous station. In Figure 2, the dashed lines indicate the 
paths of the presses and the material handling robots in the press line. The material handling robots have a 
gripper that can pick up two plates, one from a table and one from a press, at the same time. The dotted lines 
represents the paths of how the plates traverse through the press line. Usually a sheet metal press line is fully 
automated. Hence, discrete events and motion control are handled by multiple industrial programmable logic 
controllers (PLC) and multiple robot controllers.  

The press line problem is concerned with increasing the production rate by optimising the motions of the 
material handling robots in the line. Osakada et al. [12] showed that optimised motions of the robots can reduce 
their component handling time and thereby increasing the line’s production rate. The individual robot motions 
must therefore be optimised according to the robot paths, cam values, velocities, etc. There are several critical 
interactions between the equipment that need to be synchronised to avoid collisions. Svensson et al. [13] 
indicated that it is critical that the synchronisation of robot motions must also be tuned accordingly to operate 
collision free.  

 

Figure 2. A 2D illustration of a sheet metal tandem press line that includes four stations.  

In previous work on sheet metal press lines the focus has been on reducing design time and cost for the press 
dies by automation of the design and development process [14] and usage of computer-aided tools [15], on 
process planning of the sheet metal operations [16], [17], and on path simulation [18]–[20]. The optimisation of 
the synchronisations and the motions of the presses and robots in the line has in general been neglected or 
proposed to be done manually.  

In Svensson et al. [13], a new optimisation algorithm for the press line problem has been presented. This 
new optimisation algorithm is based on a combination of two existing global and local optimisation algorithms; 
the Lipschitzian DIRECT and Nelder Mead simplex algorithm. This Combined Lipschitzian and Simplex 
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(CoLiS) optimisation algorithm is a deterministic algorithm and it was shown that it is well-suited for 
simulation-based optimisation. Due to the synergy of the global optimisation algorithm (DIRECT) and the local 
optimisation algorithm (Nelder Mead), the required number of functions evaluations was considerably less for 
solving the press line problem, compared with the two algorithms separately and also compared with an 
evolutionary algorithm. However, this work was restricted to an isolated single press station and not an entire 
press line.  

A simulation-based optimisation method for a sheet metal press line has been presented in detail by 

Svensson et al. [21]. This method is illustrated in Figure 3. The parameter vector p = [	��	�� …	�		] consists of 

all � parameters	�� of the press line that need to be optimised. The values of the parameter vector p are limited 

to the constraints p ∈ ℚ� ⊆ ℝ	 of the form	��,	�� ≤ �� ≤ ��,	�� , where	��,	��  and ��,	��	 are the lower and 

the upper bounds for the ��� parameter value.  

The fitness of the parameter vector p is calculated by a simulation model that represents the sheet metal press 

line. From the response function	ℎ(p), including the motion profiles of the individual robots and presses, 

produced by the simulation model, the individual production performance values	�� = ���ℎ(p) 	are calculated. 

In the objective function, these individual production performance values are then combined as follows  

!(p) = "����ℎ(p) + "����ℎ(p) + ⋯+ "%�%�ℎ(p) 	 

in which "� ≥ 0 are weight values for the individual production performance values. The weight values in 

the objective function are determined based on the desired industrial targets. For example industrial targets can 

be production rate, reduced energy consumption, or smooth motions of the robots to reduce the wear.  

Global optimisation is the search for the solution vector of the minimum or the maximum in the problem 

search space. In this paper, the maximisation form of the global optimisation problem is adopted, which can in 

general be written as	max !(p) , including the parameter constraint p ∈ ℚ�. Then a feasible solution vector	p∗ is 

a global optimum if and only if !(p∗) ≥ !(p), ∀	p ∈ ℚ�. 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of the method for simulation-based optimisation, [13]. 

3. THE CONSTRUCTIVE COOPERATIVE COEVOLUTIONARY OPTIMISATION ALGORITHM 

In this section, the proposed search procedure to solve the entire press line problem is described. The 
constructive cooperative coevolutionary search procedure is based on CGRASP [6] and embeds the cooperative 
coevolutionary algorithm [7]. Hence as with CGRASP, each iteration of this search procedure includes two 
phases: a constructive phase and a local improvement phase, as illustrated in Figure 1. The purpose of the 
constructive phase is to create a feasible solution for the entire problem, by stepwise searching subsolutions. A 
subsolution is a solution for one or more subproblems. In the second phase, the local improvement phase, this 
solution is further improved by employing the cooperative coevolutionary algorithm. An iteration is terminated 
when the local improvement phase, after one or more cycles gets trapped in a local optimum. The best 
solution	p∗ found over all iterations is the final result when the optimisation is terminated.  

The optimisation problem,	max !(p) is in this work decomposed into n different subproblems	!(p) =
[!(p�)	!(p�)… !(p�)], where we define p� as the subvector of parameters for a single subproblem	-.  Even if 

the optimisation problem is decomposed, all fitness values can be compared because all subproblems are 

handled in the same way as the entire optimisation problem. 
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3.1. CONSTRUCTIVE PHASE 

This section describes the proposed novel constructive heuristic that is employed in the constructive phase of 

the proposed search procedure. A solution for the entire problem is constructed by stepwise optimising all 

subproblems’ subvectors p�  in the parameter vector	p, while keeping p�,�.� (where	p�,�.� = [p� …	p�.�]) 
constant and not considering	p�/�,�. In Step i, the parameter subvector	p�  belonging to Subproblem i is 

considered in parameter vector	p, and the parameters p�,�.� are kept fixed to the values found in previous steps. 

This is done until all n subproblems have been considered. During each subproblem optimisation, the k best 

subsolutions are recorded and afterwards stored to be further constructed in coming iterations. The best one of 

these k recorded subsolutions is then selected to be used for the next steps of the current iteration. These stored 

subsolutions can be organised in a tree structure as shown in Figure 4. There, each level corresponds with a step 

and therefore represents the number of included subproblems in the subsolutions. The connections between the 

nodes represent which subsolutions belong together. It is prevented that the same subsolution appears twice in 

the tree structure. In Figure 4a, the tree of stored subsolution after the first iteration is shown.  

At the start of next iteration, after completing the local improvement phase, the best stored unexplored 

subsolution in the tree is selected. In Figure 4b, �00  is the best unexplored subsolution present in the tree structure 

and is selected to be used for this iteration. The remaining steps (from Step	- + 1	to Step	2) are completed to 

obtain new feasible solution for the entire problem. In Figure 4b, the tree of stored subsolutions after the second 

iteration is shown. There, it can be seen that k new feasible solutions for the entire problem have been 

constructed from the selected subsolution.  

 

Figure 4. Illustration of the tree structure of the stored subsolutions during the constructive heuristic 
after the first iteration and second iteration.  

This constructive heuristic finds a feasible solution for the entire problem by optimising several the 
“smaller” subproblems. By further constructing different unexplored subsolutions in each iteration, different 
regions of the search space are explored.  

3.2. LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PHASE 

In this phase, a cooperative coevolutionary method is employed that optimises the	2 subproblems separately. 
Then all	2 solutions collaborate to locate the optima for the entire problem. In Figure 5, the different steps of a 
local improvement cycle are illustrated. This phase consists of one or more cycles. The l

th
 cycle starts with a 

blackboard solution	p3 , which is either the solution obtained from the constructive phase (when	4	 = 1) or is a 
blackboard solution calculated at the end of the previous cycle (when	4 5 1). The subproblems’ parameter 
vectors are assembled in the blackboard solution	p3 to perform a fitness calculation. Solution	p�

3 is the candidate 
solution, which was the result of the subproblem optimisation in Step i. Note that in candidate solution	p�

3 only 
the parameters belonging to Subproblem i have a different value compared to in blackboard solution	p3.  

The solutions	p�
3 :	∀	-	7	81,2,⋯ , 2:, found during the n steps of a cycle are the candidates to become the 

blackboard solution	p3/� for the next cycle. During the collaboration step of the cooperative coevolutionary 
method, the best solution among the candidate solutions is selected to become the next blackboard solution	�3/�. 
In the next cycle, the same is repeated but now the new blackboard solution	�3/� is used. The local improvement 
phase is terminated when the search gets trapped in a local optimum. This is when the fitness value of the new 
blackboard solution is not better than the fitness value of the previous blackboard solution. When this occurs the 
iteration is ended, and the next iteration is started.  
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Figure 5. Illustration of the candidate solutions obtained after the different steps during one cycle 
of the cooperative coevolutionary method used during the local improvement phase.  

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, the implementation of the proposed search procedure to solve the press line problem is 
described. A real sheet metal press line from the Swedish car manufacturer, Volvo Car Manufacturing, has been 
used. The simulation model of the press line is developed in MATLAB and includes the control function for the 
robots and presses, and their sub functions. The simulated function for the motion planner is based on the robot 
motion controller used in the actual press line and has been verified for this purpose. In the particular simulation 
model that was used in this work, a collision detection method proposed by Nia et al. [22], was used to minimise 
the calculation time and thereby reducing the overall optimisation time. The optimisation algorithm used in this 
work, and the proposed search procedure, were written in C/C++. 

In the tests performed in this work, the production rate of the press line was considered as the only 
optimisation target. Hence the production rate was the sole individual production performance value in the 
objective function. The production rate is expressed as the number of sheet metal plates produced per minute. 
The termination criterion used in the tests performed in this work was a fixed number of fitness calculations. 
This fixed number of evaluations in the tests was set to 20000. This is because the time required for computing 
20000 evaluations (approximately 2.5 days on the used platform in this work) corresponds to the practical 
timeframe for press line optimisation. The values of	;, for the number of subsolution that are recorded during 
each step of the constructive phase, was set to 5. The CoLiS optimisation algorithm was used for the 
subproblem optimisation.    

The press line, which was subject of this study, includes four press stations. Between the presses, a 
manipulator is located that is responsible for relocation and reorientation of the plates before they are placed into 
the next press. The press line has five material handling robots standing. One in each station, and one additional 
robot after the last press to remove the sheet metal parts from the last press and place them onto a conveyor. The 
parameters of the extra last robot were not included in the optimisation. In this work, a subset of all control 
parameters of the entire line that need to be optimised was considered, motivated by Svensson et al. [13]. The 
total number of parameters was 44.  

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The results of the test with the proposed search procedure are presented in the graph in Figure 6. The vertical 
axis of the graph represents the line’s production rate of the solution and the horizontal axis represents the 
number of fitness calculations. The shaded areas indicate the constructive phase. The numbers between the 
constructive phases, or between the shaped areas, are the number of cycles of the local improvement phase. 
During the constructive phase of the first iteration, no feasible solutions for the entire press line have been found 
yet, only subsolutions for a subset of subproblems. Therefore the graph shows a production rate of zero plates 
per minute. After the constructive phase, at the start of the local improvement phase, a relatively good feasible 
solution for the entire press line is found rapidly. This is because the local improvement phase starts from the 
feasible solution generated during the constructive phase. It can be assumed that the constructed feasible 
solution is relatively near an optimum in the search space. During the following iterations, several incrementally 
improved solutions are found.  

It can be noticed that in three out of the four iterations of the local improvement phase, a better solution is 
found compared to the previously best solution found. This indicates that it is valuable to perform multiple 
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iterations, by iteratively continuing the constructive heuristic and restarting the local improvement phase to 
explore different regions of the search space.  The graph shows an improvement during the local improvement 
phase of the first and the third iteration. This shows that there are also gains with performing multiple cycles of 
the local improvement phase.  

The termination criterion for the subproblem optimisation with the CoLiS algorithm is intrinsically. 
Therefore the number of fitness calculations cannot be set to a fixed value. Hence, a desired predefined number 
of fitness calculations is set and then CoLiS terminates when it has reached a local optimum. Therefore, during 
the proposed search procedure, the number of evaluations performed by the CoLiS algorithm varies over the 
different subproblems and during the different phases of the search procedure. On average 445 fitness 
calculations were done by the CoLiS algorithm on a subproblem before progressing to the next one.  

The results also show a restriction with the proposed search procedure. There is a maximum number of 
fitness calculations for the proposed constructive heuristic to construct a feasible solution. As a rule of thumb, 
the time required for this amount of fitness calculations should be maximum 25% of the practical time frame for 
solving the entire problem. Otherwise, this search procedure, in combination with the chosen algorithm for the 
subproblem optimisation is not suited for the considered problem.   

 

Figure 6. The results of the test with the proposed search procedure.  

In this work, tests have also been performed using other classical optimisation methods next to the CoLiS 
optimisation algorithm. Initial results show that this proposed search procedure has a better performance than 
the standalone classical optimisation methods.  

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK 

A constructive cooperative coevolutionary search procedure inspired by CGRASP is presented in this paper 
and is applied on the press line problem. The results of the tests performed in this work show that the proposed 
search procedure manages to solve the press line problem within a practical timeframe. To the authors’ 
knowledge, this is the first time the control parameters of an entire press line are optimised at once. Previous 
work was always limited to an isolated single press station.  

The proposed search procedure requires that the optimisation problem can be decomposed into subproblems. 
An iteration of this search procedure includes a constructive phase and a local improvement phase. The 
presented constructive heuristic drives the search to explore different regions of the search space in every 
iteration. The results of the tests performed in this work show that it efficiently finds good initial feasible 
solutions for a large scale complex optimisation problem.  

During the local improvement, every iteration the cooperative coevolutionary algorithm is started from 
different initial solution. Due to this, it is possible to also use deterministic optimisation algorithms to optimise 
the subproblems. In other work with the cooperative coevolutionary method, mainly genetic and evolutionary 
algorithms were used for the optimisation of the subproblems. The results of this work show that the cooperative 
coevolutionary method can successfully be extended to other algorithms than genetic and evolutionary 
algorithms. 

Future work includes further testing with the proposed search procedure on different optimisation problems. 
Specifically on other optimisation problems that have a similar structure as the press line problem. This structure 
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includes a set of subproblems which are connected in serial, and there are interdependencies amongst the 
subproblems. Further work should also include an extensive comparison of the performance of this search 
procedure with that of other existing optimisation algorithms and search procedures. A third element for future 
work is concerned with the collaboration mechanism of the cooperative coevolutionary method employed in the 
local improvement phase. In this work, this mechanism only selects the best candidate solution to become the 
blackboard solution for the next cycle. A more sophisticated collaboration mechanism should combine the 
candidate solutions to create an even better solution for the blackboard solution of the next cycle.  
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